LinkedIn Testimonials for Laura A. Davis &
Associates, LLC.
Rose Zurawski, AIA, MPA, CPSM
Developing Leadership Talent as the Director of the Pond Center of Learning and Innovation

Laura Davis is an energetic facilitator. She listens to understand the developmental needs of our
organization and then incorporates wonderful nuggets of customized information into her
content design to address them. Thank you, Laura! Rose M. Zurawski, AIA, MPA, Director of the
Center of Learning and Innovation at Pond

EVAN GOLDBERG, M.A.
Helping Pave the Way for the Future of Tech PR - Senior Vice President Client Services at ARPR

When I embarked on my executive training adventure, I had no idea what to expect and I
certainly had no idea ho much benefit I would get out of it. But after just 2 sessions with
Laura, I immediately began to think about situations differently; in ways that will make me
a more effective leader for years to come. By the time our 4 months together was over, I
had learned so much about the importance of communication style, emotional
intelligence and how to give employee feedback. These lessons learned will stick with me
for the rest of my career. I am very thankful to Laura for her hands on approach,
responsiveness and ability to get the most out of me. I couldn't endorse her more!

Meg Watson
Senior Epidemiologist at Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Laura is an excellent coach! She encouraged me to try new things and helped me identify
areas where I can grow and learn. Thanks to her, I am exploring new areas within my job
and am expanding my skills and expertise in new directions. Her understanding of
leadership and organizational psychology were very enlightening. I very much enjoyed
getting to know her and working with her!

Lynda Delaney
Business Analyst at NCHHSTP, Centers for Disease Control

Laura is top notch in her field. Her coaching technique was instrumental to my
professional and personal growth. We worked together for a period of six months and it
transformed by work life balance. The feedback model she introduced me to gave me the

confidence to communicate effectively and to achieve results. Her guidance on
delegation, leadership and team building were timely and instrumental, as a result I have
been able to de-clutter and be open to new opportunities. If you are looking for a
transformative learning experience you've found the right coach.

G. Scott Earnest
Deputy Director and Coordinator for Construction Safety and Health at Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
NIOSH

Laura is an outstanding coach! I enjoyed working with her on a regular basis in 2013 and
2014, and I found her to be extremely competent, professional, and well prepared in all
that she did. Her energetic and enthusiastic approach to coaching is very motivating and
infectious and was of great help to me personally. I highly recommend her to other
managers that are looking for a talented coach with a wide range of skills to offer. Scott
Earnest, Ph.D., P.E., C.S.P. Branch Chief CDC, NIOSH

James Slater
Deputy Director, Congressional and Public Affairs at Naval Sea Systems Command

Laura is a diamond! She's an inspiring coach who asks the hard questions and gets quickly
to the heart of the issue--a bright, insightful strategist. Laura worked with NAVSEA as a
facilitator and coach for our first-line supervisor program. Even if you've just met her,
you've known her for a lifetime. Her smile and sharp wit are part and parcel of her unique
approach that offers a practical mix of academic and anecdotal illustrations. She has my
personal recommendation as a valuable addition to any team.

Jenny Bonk
Writer and communications consultant ~~~

Laura is an expert in interpersonal communication and leadership coaching. Her approach
is high-touch, effective and valuable to a leader at any level of their career.

Chris Kiernan
International Director at JLL servicing the HSBC account

Laura Davis provided coaching for myself and our leadership team based upon DiSC tools
and profiling. Laura has a personable style that helped us navigate group dynamics in a
truly positive and motivating environment. Thanks Laura

Audriene Bishop-Cline
Special Projects Officer - Workforce Development at Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Laura Davis is a skilled facilitator, coach and Instructor. She delivers a high quality product,
open to tailoring program content to the needs of the customer. She is innovative in her
approach, and has a very open and personable demeanor that excourages quick
engagement by participants. I have requested and used Laura Davis as a vendor on more
than one occassion. I have also listed Laura as a vendor of choice for colleagues and
coworkers seeking a quality instructor, coach and /or facilitator. I highly recommend Laura
Davis & Associates as subject matter experts of specific instructional content - DISC.

Julie Straw
Vice President at Wiley

Laura has been a valuable business partner. Providing clients with tools to help improve
workplace effectiveness and staying on top of trends in the training and development
industry has positioned her as a leader in our Inscape Publishing community.

Onnalee G.
Onnalee

Laura is a personable career coach and executive leadership coach with a wealth of
expertise and resources. She gave me excellent advice, tips, and counsel on improving my
personal effectiveness that have benefitted me in my career as well as in my personal
life. Highly recommended.

David Mullee
Senior Manager - Inventory Planning and Replenishment at The Home Depot

Laura did a great job training and facilitating! She was very knowledgeable about career
management and personal development. I learned valuable and relevant information
from her which I immediately put to use. She was very personable and kept the class light,
while at the same time, kept the class moving on track and on schedule. I would highly
recommend Laura for any training and/or development needs.

